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Abstract: The merger of SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) and IoTs (internet
of things) technologies allows end-users to monitor and control industrial components remotely.
However, this transformation opens up a new set of attack vectors and unpredicted vulnerabilities in
SCADA/IoT field devices. Proper identification, assessment, and verification of each SCADA/IoT
component through advanced scanning and penetration testing tools in the early stage is a crucial
step in risk assessment. The Omega2, a small Linux server from Onion™, is used to develop various
SCADA/IoT systems and is a key component of nano power grid systems. In this paper, we report
product level vulnerabilities of Onion Omega2 that we have uncovered using advanced vulnerability
scanning tools. Through this research, we would like to assist vendors, asset owners, network
administrators, and security professionals by creating an awareness of the vulnerabilities of Onion
Omega2 and by suggesting effective mitigations and security best practices.
Keywords: SCADA; IoT; embedded devices; vulnerability assessment; webserver; Onion Omega2

1. Introduction
There has been a surge in the deployment of internet of things (IoT) with supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems to control industrial infrastructures across open access networks.
While this has provided better control and manageability, it has also exposed such systems to cyber
threats [1]. Devices in IoT/SCADA are equipped with microcontrollers for processing information.
However, these microcontrollers have limited computational power and bandwidth [1]. This makes
the deployment of sophisticated security features infeasible. Recently, the internet engineering task
force (IETF) has released RFC 8576 that detects embedded device vulnerabilities such as object cloning,
vulnerable software, malicious substitution, denial of service, and firmware attacks as the main threats
for IoT/SCADA-based systems [2]. Generally, these devices are vulnerable to cyber attacks owing
to weak structural design and bad coding practices during the development life cycle which may
expose the entire control system to the outside world [3]. Hence, secure design and development
of SCADA products is the primary step towards securing SCADA systems. One example of a bad
programming practice is the vulnerability introduced in a programable logic controller (PLC) product
owing to hardcoded username and password running in the WinCC database, PCS SCADA software [4].
This became an entry point for the Stuxnet worm which did substantial damage to the Iran nuclear
plant. Also, the Kudankulam nuclear power plant (KKNPP) in India, was recently hacked in 2019
using malware attacks [5]. The Dtrack tool was used to gather the information of entire networks and
their devices for potential vulnerabilities for exploitations [5].
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The common loopholes in SCADA products include buffer overflow, lack of bounds checking,
command injections, cross-site scripting and directory path traversal [6]. Most of these SCADA
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vulnerabilities of the top vendor products were revealed in the SCADA vulnerabilities and exposures
database [7]. To overcome these weaknesses, vulnerability assessment of the specific product is one of
database [7]. To overcome these weaknesses, vulnerability assessment of the specific product is one
the crucial factors while working on IoT/SCADA based critical applications. We need to manage the
of the crucial factors while working on IoT/SCADA based critical applications. We need to manage
vulnerability assessment and risk management by evaluating, prioritizing and addressing the most
the vulnerability assessment and risk management by evaluating, prioritizing and addressing the
immediate challenges by testing and addressing vulnerabilities on an ongoing basis as risk includes
most immediate challenges by testing and addressing vulnerabilities on an ongoing basis as risk
business disruption, financial loss and sometimes even loss of life [8].
includes business disruption, financial loss and sometimes even loss of life [8].
We have considered a Solar-PV nano-grid power system as a case-study to assess and enhance
We have considered a Solar‐PV nano‐grid power system as a case‐study to assess and enhance
the security of SCADA systems. This system consists of various field components comprised of solar
the security of SCADA systems. This system consists of various field components comprised of solar
panels, smart junction boxes and ZigBee coordinators. The Omega2, which is a small embedded Linux
panels, smart junction boxes and ZigBee coordinators. The Omega2, which is a small embedded
server by Onion™, manages these field devices by providing instructions according to the set points
Linux server by Onion™, manages these field devices by providing instructions according to the set
for the normal and critical events. It has a 580 MHz MIPS CPU, 128 MB memory, and 32 MB storage
points for the normal and critical events. It has a 580 MHz MIPS CPU, 128 MB memory, and 32 MB
along with built in Wi-Fi, microSD slot and Linux operating system [9]. Figure 1 shows the Onion
storage along with built in Wi‐Fi, microSD slot and Linux operating system [9]. Figure 1 shows the
Omega2 IoT device [9]. Furthermore, in a traditional IT environment, clients (system-owners and
Onion Omega2 IoT device [9]. Furthermore, in a traditional IT environment, clients (system‐owners
technicians) control the field equipment through Onion Omega2 from their mobile devices. The Onion
and technicians) control the field equipment through Onion Omega2 from their mobile devices. The
Omega2 is also known as the master terminal unit (MTU) or SCADA master and serves as a central
Onion Omega2 is also known as the master terminal unit (MTU) or SCADA master and serves as a
controller and acts as a heart of the system.
central controller and acts as a heart of the system.
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Figure 1.
1. Omega2
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The product level vulnerability assessments are becoming more challenging for vendors owing to
The product level vulnerability assessments are becoming more challenging for vendors owing
lack of knowledge regarding the implementation of cyber security standards in embedded system
to lack of knowledge regarding the implementation of cyber security standards in embedded system
devices [10]. These evaluations are mostly left to test engineers without giving proper device
devices [10]. These evaluations are mostly left to test engineers without giving proper device
specifications and access to the source of the firmware source. Moreover, it becomes more challenging
specifications and access to the source of the firmware source. Moreover, it becomes more challenging
owing to specialized, custom, real-time, and limited interface options [11]. In order to debug such
owing to specialized, custom, real‐time, and limited interface options [11]. In order to debug such
product level vulnerabilities, specialized tools are required. Many standard tools are recommended;
product level vulnerabilities, specialized tools are required. Many standard tools are recommended;
however, those are often unavailable due to the high cost of software licenses [12]. Hence, there is
however, those are often unavailable due to the high cost of software licenses [12]. Hence, there is a
a high probability of the existence of such vulnerable devices. The evidence of such weaknesses in
high probability of the existence of such vulnerable devices. The evidence of such weaknesses in top
top vendor products has been revealed in the SCADA vulnerabilities and exposures database [7].
vendor products has been revealed in the SCADA vulnerabilities and exposures database [7].
Furthermore, the vendor of Onion Omega2 has mentioned a few known firmware related issues in [13]
Furthermore, the vendor of Onion Omega2 has mentioned a few known firmware related issues in
and has been working for the product improvement.
[13] and has been working for the product improvement.
This paper primarily focuses on the vulnerabilities of SCADA embedded systems at the device
level, by examining and testing Onion Omega2 firmware. The paper highlights various product level
vulnerabilities of Onion Omega2 where few fixes are applicable at the network level and few required
vendor’s patches are available. Our research can help owners, vendors, and researchers to leverage
the security of a SCADA system by identifying the vulnerabilities in Onion Omega2. The aim of our
contribution is to spread awareness with regards to product level weaknesses over the SCADA
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This paper primarily focuses on the vulnerabilities of SCADA embedded systems at the device
level, by examining and testing Onion Omega2 firmware. The paper highlights various product
level vulnerabilities of Onion Omega2 where few fixes are applicable at the network level and few
required vendor’s patches are available. Our research can help owners, vendors, and researchers
to leverage the security of a SCADA system by identifying the vulnerabilities in Onion Omega2.
The aim of our contribution is to spread awareness with regards to product level weaknesses over
the SCADA landscape to help in the secure implementation and deployment of SCADA products in
automated industries.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work based on product level
vulnerabilities followed by effectiveness of scanning and testing tools and the vulnerability management
lifecycle. Section 3 focuses on the experimental setup of the Solar-PV nano-grid testbed impacted with
Onion Omega2. Section 4 emphasizes the various product level vulnerabilities of Onion Omega2 and
related mitigation techniques. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.
2. Background
To protect industrial control systems from malicious activities, various ongoing research and
vulnerability assessment methodologies have been adopted. Several open-source, standard scanning
and penetration tools are being used to locate unpatched devices or other weak points in the
networks [14]. The proper awareness and effective utilization of such scanning tools can significantly
improve the assessment process. Well-known, open-source information-gathering tools such as Nmap,
Nikto and Sparta are used to identify open ports and services [15]. Furthermore, Nessus, OpenVAS,
FoundScan and Internet Security Scanner have been used as popular scanning tools. These tools allow
us to scan network devices and check them against their databases containing thousands of records for
known vulnerabilities. The open-source OpenVAS vulnerability scanner developed by Greenbone
Security is used to test various protocols and networks. Many vulnerability scanners and penetration
testing tools are available in the Kali-Linux operating system [16]. Moreover, various test tools have
been proposed and implemented in academic research to determine network flaws based on grammar
and fuzzy logic methodology [17]. The PROTOS project group has developed tools using syntax-based
generation according to the protocol type [18]. A popular search engine, Shodan, contains information
of more than 600 million publicly available IoT devices such as various ports information and banner
data information, etc. This information is used to assess the weaknesses of SCADA/IoT devices in an
attempt to mitigate the attacks [19].
Vulnerability management constantly progresses through a lifecycle that includes setting a baseline
which indicates the starting point used for comparative analysis of the given products, assessment of
vulnerabilities, risk assessment, remediation, verification, and monitoring (Figure 2). Furthermore,
security evaluation of the embedded systems focuses on firmware analysis owing to loopholes in
firmware design and development lifecycle. At present, various models and categories of the embedded
products are launched by different manufacturers most often, however, the decoding solution is not
necessarily applied to each and every version of these products [20]. These bring product level
vulnerabilities in such devices, tools such as Binwalk, Firmware Reverse Analysis Console (FRAK),
Interactive Disassembler (IDA) and Binary Analysis Toolkit (BAT) are used to decompress the filesystem
of firmware [21]. The Binwalk tool is used to decompose the binary file and extract the metadata
from it [22]. FRAK evaluates the data provided by the equipment service provider and decompress it.
However, Binwalk has more capability to decompress the file compared to FRAK. BAT uses GPLtool,
which recursively extracts the files from the binary firmware and also provides support to segment the
document [20].
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Figure 2. Vulnerability management life cycle.
Figure 2. Vulnerability management life cycle.
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Figure 4. Open ports and services of Onion‐Omega2.

4.1.2. Web Server Assessment
4.1.2. Web Server Assessment
By digging deeper, our next target was to test the webserver of Onion Omega2. Webserver
By digging deeper, our next target was to test the webserver of Onion Omega2. Webserver
scanning conducts a black box test to identify security vulnerabilities. Nikto is a popular Linux-based
scanning conducts a black box test to identify security vulnerabilities. Nikto is a popular Linux‐based
open-source web server scanner. It performs complete testing for a variety of vulnerabilities, such as
open‐source web server scanner. It performs complete testing for a variety of vulnerabilities, such as
version specific problems, outdated servers, missing headers as anti-clickjacking, X-Frame-Options
version specific problems, outdated servers, missing headers as anti‐clickjacking, X‐Frame‐Options
header, dangerous files and common gateway interface (CGI) scripts. While scanning, we found that
header, dangerous files and common gateway interface (CGI) scripts. While scanning, we found that
the webserver of Onion Omega2 could be at risk of a clickjacking attack owing to bad coding practices.
the webserver of Onion Omega2 could be at risk of a clickjacking attack owing to bad coding
practices. Clickjacking attacks are a form of cross‐site request forgery that may be used for stealing
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Table 1. Cont.
Vulnerabilities

Description

Targeted
Ports/Services

Scanning Tools
Used

Mitigation

DNS Server
Cache Snooping
Remote
Information
Disclosure

This may allow a
remote attacker to
determine domains
that have recently
been resolved via
this name server.

53-DNS
(UDP/TCP)
dnsmasq 2.75

Nmap, Nessus

Vendor should update the DNS
server with proper patches to fix
the problem.

SSH Weak MAC
Algorithms
Enabled

SSH server is
configured to allow
either MD5 or
96-bit MAC
algorithms, both of
which are
considered weak.

22-SSH

Nessus, OpenVAS

Vendor should patch it, or
administrator should consult
product documentation to
disable MD5 and 96-bit MAC
algorithms.

Key-Reinstallation
Attack (KRACK)
Vulnerability [36]

This breaks
security of WPA2
protocol and able
to access the critical
information
communicating
between client and
Access point.

WPA2

Krackattacks-scripts
[37]

Vendor should fix the issue by
properly configured
wpa-supplicant in Linux kernel.

Table 1 summarizes vulnerabilities and subsequent mitigations of Onion Omega2 fixed by
the vendor.
According to the latest details, Onion Omega2—v0.3.2 b217 and up, have patched vulnerabilities
4 and 5 as mentioned in Table 1. However, the first three vulnerabilities listed in Table 1 are not
patched yet and have been left to Onion Omega2 end users to implement the security hardening.
One reason these vulnerabilities have not been patched is that the Linux build system is open-source
and the firmware of Onion Omega2 is meant to be a “jack of all trades”, and compatible to the end
users to build their own customized firmware that can be security hardened according to their needs.
The source to build the customized firmware of Onion Omega2 is available [37].
4.2. Network/Administrator Fixes
This section presents the major weaknesses of Onion Omega2 for configuring SCADA
networks. We have found three major vulnerabilities of Onion Omega2 that need to be fixed at
the network-administrator level. The first vulnerability relates to the IP forwarding service that is
enabled in Onion Omega2, which could act as an unreliable path to bypass the firewall. The second
weakness was found in configuration of the message queue telemetry transport (MQTT) broker.
An MQTT broker is a lightweight protocol and is used to establish the communication with low-battery
IoT devices. This protocol does not protect with an authentication password, consequently, allowing
intruders to extract information of internal network. The third vulnerability includes a medium
strength cipher configured for https protocol suites of the secure socket layer. In the following we
discuss each of these vulnerabilities in detail. The comprehensive summary of network level fixes is
provided in Table 4 (which appears later in this section).
4.2.1. IP Forwarding Service
Unless the host is a router, IP forwarding is used to forward packets from one host to another.
This service must be disabled since attackers can exploit it to route the packets through the IP enabled
host and bypass targeted firewalls, routers or network address control (NAC) filters [38]. In Onion
Omega2, the remote host has IP forwarding enabled. Unless Onion Omega2 acts as a gateway or router
in the system, it is recommended to disable IP forwarding service by setting the “IP Forward” variable
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to 0. However, in our proposed scheme, Onion Omega2 acts as a gateway between field devices
and mobile clients and requires IP forwarding enabled. For Linux, Windows and Mac operating
systems, the settings to disable IP forwarding are mentioned in Table 4. For other systems, the network
administrators should contact vendors for appropriate settings.
4.2.2. SSL Medium Strength Suites
Digital certificates allow for secure exchange of public encryption keys over the control networks.
Transport layer security (TLS) or secure socket layer (SSL) use these certificates to facilitate secure
communication over the networks. SSL was the predecessor to TLS and works in a very similar way.
However, there are known security flaws in SSL such as deflate compression, robot attack and OpenSSL
heartbleed attack. Therefore, our first approach is to validate the https configuration protocol for Onion
Omega2. We have configured https on Onion Omega2 and evaluated the strength of the protocol using
the vulnerability assessment tool, Nikto. As mentioned in the Table 2, https is configured with the
strong communication protocol suite TLS v1.2 which establishes a secure communication link between
the client and the web server, which will prevent the network communication from the three major
SSL attacks mentioned above.
Table 2. HTTPs (hypertext transfer protocol secure) configuration and assessment.
HTTPS Secure Communication
Configuration Protocol
Forward Secrecy
Client-initiated renegotiations
OpenSSL CCS Injection
Deflate Compression
ROBOT Attack
OpenSSL Heartbleed Attack
Downgrade Attacks (TLS_FALLBACK_SCSV)
Default Configuration:
ECDHE-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA2
Medium Strength Ciphers:
Uses 64 bits block cipher 3DES

Assessment Outcomes
OK—TLS V1.2 (Strong Communication protocol)
OK—Supported
OK—Supported
OK—Not vulnerable to OpenSSL CCS injection
OK—Compression disabled
OK—Not vulnerable
OK—Not vulnerable to Heartbleed
OK—Supported
Vulnerable to Sweet32 attacks
Preferred Configuration:
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-CBC3-SHA2
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA3

To choose the cipher suites for secure communication, the client sends a request to the web server.
This request includes a list of the cipher suites supported by the client. TLS chooses the list of cipher
suites which includes the encryption algorithms, hash functions, and other cryptographic details.
The strength of the TLS is based on choice of algorithms included in the firmware. Hence, it is important
to choose strong cipher suites from the available pool. By default, Onion Omega2 is configured with
the elliptic curve Diffie Hellman algorithm for key exchange, the RSA algorithm for authentication,
the 3DES-CBC algorithm for message integrity, and SHA2 for message authentication code. However,
this configuration provides medium strength security due to 3DES. This symmetric key cryptography
is vulnerable to SWEET32 attack [39]. Hence, while configuring, the network administrator needs to
explicitly change the default configuration with the preferred configuration as listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Default configuration of transport layer security (TLS) in Onion Omega2.
Default Configuration

Preferred Configuration

ECDHE-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA2
ECDHE: Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
RSA: for Authentication
3DES-CBC: Symmetric Encryption
SHA2: Message Authentication Code
vulnerable to SWEET32 attack (CVE-2016-2183)

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA384
(GCM uses parallel approach)
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256
(CBC 256 bits consist of 14 rounds)
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256
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4.2.3. MQTT Broker Protocol
Message queue telemetry transport (MQTT) protocol functions on top of the transport layer
protocols. Generally, it is used in communication amongst IoT based devices. This lightweight
protocol was created by IBM and standardized by ISO/IEC 20922 specifically for low-bandwidth
environments [40]. The MQTT protocol supports authentication, which prevents the system from
unauthorized access control. The MQTT protocol should be configured with a proper authentication
password and must also run on the SSL/TLS layer to protect the communication data from attackers [41].
The default configuration of the MQTT protocol in Onion Omega2 is not protected with a password;
that can expose the entire control system to the outside world. Therefore, in general, it is required to
set up the proper password by enabling the authentication mechanism before configuring the MQTT
broker in the network. However, in this use case MQTT is not involved and hence we have disabled
the Mosquito service during configuration.
Table 4 summarizes vulnerabilities and subsequent mitigations of Onion Omega2 fixed by the
network administrators.
Table 4. Onion Omega2—network administrator fixes. message queue telemetry transport = (MQTT).
Vulnerabilities

Description

Scanning Tools

Mitigation
1.
2.

IP forwarding
enabled

An attacker can exploit
this path to route packets
through the specific host
to bypass targeted
firewalls, routers or NAC
filters.

OpenVAS,
Nessus

3.

4.

Unless the remote host is a router/gateway,
it is recommended to disable IP forwarding.
On Linux based firmware, disable the IP
forwarding by doing [38]: echo 0 >
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
On Windows based system, set the key
‘IPEnableRouter’ to 0 under [38]:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System
\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip
\Parameters
On Mac OS X, to disable IP forwarding
execute following command [38]: sysctl -w
net.inet.ip.forwarding = 0

SSL medium
strength cipher
suites supported

The default
configuration supports
encryption that uses
3DES-CBC for symmetric
key cryptography which
is vulnerable to
SWEET32.

Nessus,
OpenVAS,
Nikto

Reconfigure the affected application to avoid use
of medium strength ciphers [39].

MQTT Broker
does not required
authentication

This may allow a remote
attacker to gain access of
the network without any
authentication. Intruder
can extract the
information of the
control/IoT networks.

OpenVAS

Enable authentication mode in Onion Omega2:
By configuring Mosquitto Broker setting
password in etc/mosquito/Passwd;

5. Generic Vulnerability Assessment
This paper mainly focused on the vulnerability assessment of Onion Omega2. However,
the procedure that we have adopted can be useful for the assessment and analysis of other platforms.
Vulnerability assessment is a continuous process due to constant technological changes and hence
becomes the backbone for a successful defense of any industrial control system. This process is heavily
dependent on asset management and risk assignment to prioritize security issues. Figure 7 depicts a
generic flowchart for vulnerability analysis, in which we generalize the assessment process for other
devices, platforms, and networks in industrial control systems. The proposed strategy can be used to
maintain the security and compliance standards of the system with open-source tools and technologies.
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